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In everyday life we experience a lot of objects, products and pieces of art which we can explicitly qualify
as being liked or disliked. Although we are obviously very fast and unambiguous in processing the
aesthetic value of most items we are familiar with and we are often very clear in preferring specific
colors, shapes or form languages (“Formensprache”) (Carbon, 2010), such preferences do not seem to
be very static. When we look for preferences in a historic context (historic from a personal as well as a
cultural perspective), we find clear signs of dynamics of preferences. For instance, the common cut of
jeans in the 1970s was flared (bell bottom jeans), in the 1980s it was the drainpipe cut, in the 1990s many
consumers took Baggy Jeans, whereas the early 21 st century was dominated by hipsters. A clear cycle
of preference for the Formensprache of cars was recently documented (Carbon, 2010) from being very
round in the 1950s to ultra-sharp in the 1980s, back to round forms in the end of the 20 th century.
Interestingly, such trends are not only followed by single, very expressive individuals, who want to strive
against the main stream, but are followed, after a while, by a mass of people. By analyzing such
phenomena of synchronization, psychology can get deeper insights into the development and
establishment of so-called personal taste.
Personal taste is by definition one’s own specific taste or, defined as contrast to shared taste as
“subsuming all attractiveness standards of a single judge that give rise to replicable disagreement with
shared taste” (Honekopp, 2006). In the domain of facial attractiveness Honekopp (2006) calculated that
personal taste explains about as the same portion of variance as shared taste. Still, this means that our
taste is also very much influenced or generated by commonsense. In the domain of consumer products,
this shared part is obviously documented by strong preferences for design-oriented products such as the
common admiration of red Ferraris or the attraction generated by computer, audio or other technical
devices from Apple Inc. One explanation for this shared taste is a kind of synchronization of taste
(German: “Geschmack”) by the mere presence of stylistic forms on the market. Based on the ideas of
“diffusion of innovations” (Rogers, 2003), innovations are communicated through certain channels over
time among the members of a social system. First, so-called “innovators” adopt the innovation, for
instance a new fancy cut for Jeans—let’s hypothetically think of some brand-new Jeans with distinctive
white-blue rhombs always accompanied by two depictions with yellow lions placed on the backward
trouser pockets. As innovators are mostly opinion leaders and are, thus, multipliers for presenting and
disseminating new ideas of this specific fashion line, they will, for instance, wear these jeans on several
public platforms. Other consumers called “early adopters” will follow this model strengthening the
presence of the new models. After a while, many communication channels show instances of the new
fashion line. Although common consumers are known to reject too innovative products at first sight
(Hekkert, Snelders, & van Wieringen, 2003; Leder & Carbon, 2005) due to their inherent conservatism
(Moulson & Sproles, 2000), they will integrate them after a while and by elaborating them into their visual
habits (Carbon & Leder, 2005). In the end, a new trend is set (Carbon, Ditye, & Leder, 2006).
One major basis of the integration of new stimuli into the existing visual habits is the cognitive
phenomenon of adaptation. When we visually inspect extreme exemplars of one specific kind, our visual
system automatically adapts towards these exemplars. We cannot do anything against it, but the mere
processing of visual information changes our visual habits. Although most people in the Western
hemisphere know the general facial configuration of Leonardo da Vinci’s “Mona Lisa” very accurately,
mere exposition to a distorted version of the original changes the internal representation of this
masterpiece (Carbon & Leder, 2006)—people identify versions which are slightly changed towards the
distorted version as more veridical than the original version itself. Such adaptation effects are not only
demonstrated in the domain of perception (Webster & MacLin, 1999), but seem to affect the memory
traces as well; at least for hours (Carbon et al., 2007) or even days (Carbon & Ditye, in press). It was
additionally shown that adaptation effects do not only change the internal representation in terms of
memorizing the configuration of specific objects but also the preferences for such objects (e.g., Rhodes,
Jeffery, Watson, Clifford, & Nakayama, 2003).
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